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Coffman: Coffman and Jensen Receive Life Membership
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Coffman and Jensen Receive Life Membership

Edward N. Coffman (Virginia Commonwealth University, Professor Emeritus)

Edward N. Coffman, past President of the Academy and former Editor of the Accounting Historians Journal has been a long term supporter of Academy events and activities. His work in accounting history has been published in numerous journals and he has coauthored with the late Professor Thomas Burns, the 1991 monograph profiling the first 50 members of The Accounting Hall of Fame at The Ohio State University. He has also coauthored collections of writings on the subject of history in monographs coedited by his colleague at VCU Ross Tondkar and by Gary Previts of Case Western Reserve.

Daniel L. Jensen (The Ohio State University, Professor Emeritus)

Daniel L. Jensen, is a past President of the Academy of Accounting Historians, and has served in the past two decades as the academic administrator for The Accounting Hall of Fame at The Ohio State University. He has authored volumes containing the collected writings of several members of the Hall of Fame and has served as convener of several Accounting Hall of Fame Conferences at The Ohio State University.
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